
II{STRUCTIONS IN
MULT'O CALCULATION





The one-hand operared MUTTO
Calculator

I Setting Board with Setring Levers.

2 control Register or Indicator shorvs each {igure set in the setting Board.
3 Decimal Point Ind.icators for the Control Register.
4 Tabulator for moving the carriage.

5 Re.sult Register for results o{ addition and subtraction, the product in multi.plication and the dividend in division.
6 Prool Reg"ster indicating number of turns made by the operating crank.
7 Decimal Point Ind.icators {or the proof Register and the Result Register.
B Operating Crank.

9 Cttrriage Return Key lor automatic return of the carriage to original position.
l0 clearance lland,le for the setting Board and the control Register.
ll clearance Leuer for clearing the proo{ and Result Registers.
12 clearing Mechanism Release Leaer 1or clearing the proof Register only.
13 Back.TransJer Key (Mod. 13 and I13) {or transferring the item from the

Result Register to the Setting Board.

14 Release Leuer (Mod,. 13 and I13) for rereasing the Back rransfer Mechanism.
15 signal windou (Mod. 13 and II3) indicating when rhe Back rrans{er Mecha-nism is engaged.

16 S:gnal Winoru for tens carry-over (Mod. 103 and 1I3).
Bell, located. inside.the.machine. notifying when the capacity of the machine
has been exceeded rdivision.l

Guided by the illustration on Page 2 anri by the_ above brie{ expranation you willeasilv locate every operating member o{ vori machine.
Lse the machine carefulll at {irst and do not r:se force! The machine automaticallyIocks' rvhen the Crank (8| or the Clearance Ler-er rtr r *.. ,roi i, their correctpositions.



You will be able to understand the {unction of the various registers (1) (2) ( 5) l 6l
by their names and the function o{ the operating controls is explained in the text.
Try to remember the names of the various controls - this will make the use of these

instructions in Multo calculation so much easier.
The X{ulto is a one-hand operated calculator - to be operated only with the right
hand. This should be kept in mind from the very begir.rning.

Basic instructions
Setting
With the thumb resting on the front cover plate (see ill. page 3) the Setting Lever is
moved down to the desired number, using the right hand index finger. To facilitate
the setting the levers are numbered from 1-10, beginning at the right. The levers
are also arranged in separate color groups to further facilitate accurate setting. The

Control Register is provided for checking of each amount set up'

Operating the crank
B6st result-s are obtained by the least possible movement by the hand. It is therefore
important that the machine is placed correctly, with the right hand section somewhat
closer to the operator than the left. Only hand and wrist need to be in motion when
turning the Crank and the handle of the Crank is kept extracted until the Crank is
returned to its original position. Positive turns are made clockwise, negative anti-
clockwise. The movement of the Crank can not be reversed in the middle of a turn,
but must be completed, {ollowed by a turn in the opposite direction.

Tabulating
The carria[e is moved to the right or to the left, one step at the time, by use oi
the Tabulator (4) . Only slight pressure of the thumb or the index finger respectively
is needed. The Tabulator is so placed that it can be operated without releasing the
hold on the Crank (see ill. page 3).
The carriage is easiest moved to the extreme right position by use of the thumb
against the Clearing Mechanism Release Lever (12) and thus pushing the carriage
toward the right. In order to move the carriage to the far left position the Carriagc
trleturn Key (9) is pressed backward.

Clearing the registers
The Conirol RegiJter and the Setting Levers are cleared simultaneously by pulling
rhe Clearance Handle (10) forward using the index finger. The handle returns
automatically.
The Result and Proof Registers are also simultaneously cleared by slight pressure



by the thumb on the Clearance Lever (11). The other fingers oJ the hand retain

their hold on the Crank. After some practice the clearance of all registers can be

carried out simultaneouslv in one operation.
The Proof Register can also be cleared separately by first depressing the Clearing
Nlechanism R"lease Lever (12) and then using the Clearance Leyer (11) as usual.

Tens caruy-otter in the Proo.f Register (Model 103 and I13)
Both the Result Register and tlrc Prool Register are equipped with tens carry-
or-er. The advantage hereof is illustrated by the e\ample belorv.
The tens carry-orrer in the Proof Register is automatically set {or plus or minus
turns. The Proof Register is neutral when cleared by use o{ the Clearance Lever
(II). The next turn o{ the Operating Crank determines the character (plus or
minus) of the Proo{ Register. This is shown in the Signal Window (16) by a

grey {ield for plus and a red field for minus. When neutral the Signal Window
also shows a grey field.

Example: 695XIB7
Normally this multiplication would acquire 16 turns (1+B+7). By the use of
short multiplikation the number of turns is reduced to 6 as follows:
695 is set up and the carriage is moved to position 3. Make two positive turns,
i. e. multiply by 200. Move the carriage to position 2 and make one negative

turn. Movi ihe carriage to position I and make three negative turns. The Proof
Register now shows 187 and the Result Register 129965.
This calculation can also be made as follows:
The carriage is moved to position 1 and the Proof Register is cleared. Set up

695 and *ik" u one inch positiue turn directly followed by a complete negative

turn. The Proof Registei now shows 8 nines 09999999) and the Result

Register the complemintary number o{ the multiplicand. Make two additional
nefative turns, move the carriage to position 2 and make one negative turn.
Move the carriage to position 3 and make two positive turns. The Proof Register

now shows IB7 and the Result Register 129965.
The advantage of the last operation is that the subtraction in the Proo{ Register

is easier to control.

Bq.ck Trans.fer (Model 13 and I13)
lrr order to tiansfer an amount from the Result Register. the Setting Board is first
cleared as usual but the Back Transfer Ker t 13 t is depressed before letting go o{

the Clearance Handle (10). The Result Register is then cleared and the amount is
automatically transferred into the Setting Board.
The Back Transler Key'can not be depressed unless the Clearance Handle is ltept

in its Jorwctrd position. A red field in the Signal Window (15) indicates that the

Back Transfer is engaged.
If the Back Transfer I(ey is depressed b,v mistake, it is easily freed by using the

Release Lever (14).

Get to know your machine!
In the follorving ii explained horv to per{orm various operations and if the suggestions are follow-
ed, the use of the nlulto calcuiatol rvill prore erceedingly simple.



Before using the examples get to know your madfiine. Set up some simple figures on the Setting
Board and practise alterniting positive and negative turns in order to understand hors the
machine functions,
Xfove the carriage by using the Tabulator (the Crank must always be in its bottom _po-<ition
when using the Tabulator) ind watch horr every turn is being registered-in-the Proof Register.
Here you may follow the progress oI a multiplicatior-r p_roblem and read of digits, tenths and

hundridths etc. - by 'rvhich the set item is being multiplied-
Positive turns are registered in white figures on black backgrould, negative in rrhite on red,
except for the figure 9, which always appears in white on red. When making more than_nine
positive or negatiie turns, the result will be incorrect. Check this yourself! (Model 103 and 113

see Tens carry-over.)
The windows provided for each figure are numbered 1-13 in the Result Register and 1-B in
the Proof Register.
Movable Decimal Points are provided {or the four registers'

Add.ition
Example : 12245 +725 +8684'1855 : 21909
Clear-the machine before each new operation, using the levers 10 and 11.

Set up the amount 12245 by first moving the Setting Lever fa-rthest to the right
down to figure 5, then the next lever to {igure 4, and so on. When the amount is

set, check tlhe Control Register. The amount is trans{erred to the Result Register by

one turn of the Crank. Clear the Setting Board using the handle (I0).
The following amounts ale set up and transferred one by one in the same manner.
\[ten the laJt item has been transferred. the total, 21909, is clearly visible in the

R.esult Register. The Proof Register shorr-s -l:number of transferred amounts.

Multiplication
Example: 234 X

Multiplicand Multiplier Product
The larger amount, i. e. 234, is set up. Without moving the carriage make five po'

sitive turns,
Tabulate the carriage one step to the right ('ten's position) and turn twice.
Tabulate the carriage once more to the right (hundred's position) and turn once.

The product,2g25O; appears in the Result Register. The multiplicand, 234, is visible
in the Control Register and the multiplier, 125, in the Proof Register.

Muhiplication with add.ition of products
Example: 254X 186 + 1368 X 405:601284
254 i; first multiplied by 186. The product remains in the Result Registe-r but the
Setting Board and the Pioof Register are cleared. Note I Use the Clearing Mechanism
Releai Lever (tr2). The carriage is returned to its original position using the

Carriage Return Key.
1368 is now multiplied by 405.
Note! When the multiplier contains a zeto, as in 405, the carriage is moved one

column without turning the Crank.
The sum total of the two products, 601284, appears in the Result Register.

Decimal Points
Example : 24.392X17.58 : 428.81136
Decimal Points are inserted in multiplication, {irst in regard to the multiplicand
and the multiplier in the Control Register and the Proof Register respectively. The

added numbei of decimals of the multiplicand and the multiplier is then inserted

in the Result Register. The operation itself is carried out as usual.

125 : 29250



Examples for using the Back Transfer
Checking of iru:oices

425 pcs at $ 2.25 ea

less 25 /o discount

less 2.5 /o discounl
Net total $

:956.25
:239.06

1
: 17.93

699.26

Subtraation
Example : 3-158-2i69:689
The figure 3458 is set up a-. usual and transferred to the Result R9gi,s1er by one

positivE turn. The Setting:Board is then cleared. The smaller_figure,2769, is set up

iollowed by one negative turn. The ansrver, 689, appears in the Result Register.

Dioision
Example: 97+3 : 11 : 237.63414

Diridend Dirisor Quotient
The carriage is mored to the ertreme right position. The dividend,9743, is set up

u,ith the fiist figure in the 6th rors (see ill. lt and transferred to the Result legister
by one positive"turn. The Setting Board and the Proof Register are cleared. (The

Cieari"g Mechanism Release Lever (12) is first depressed.)

The div-isor, 41, is set up with the first figure in the 6th row (see ill. 2).
The Decimal Points are-placed (see ill. Z). Tfre amount in the Result Register has

9 decimals and in the Control Register 4. The Resulting number of decimals in the

Proof Register will be the .rr-b"r of decimals in the Result Register minus the

number in the Control Register, i. e. 9 -'4:5 decimals'

The division is carried o,it t y a series of subtractions. The divisor is subtracted

from the dividend as many times as possible, by negative turns. Strictly speaking

the same method is used as with pencil and paper. Set up the figures on paper 
-and

begin to count.41 goes into 97 tw; times, carry over 15, the figure.4 in the dividend

is iroved down. 4igoes into 154 three times, carry over 31. The figure 3 is moved

down. 4I goes into 3I3 seven times, carry ovet 26.

Instead of 
'moving down one figure from ihe dividend the entire dividend is moved

clown when diviiling on the Multo calculator by moving the Tabulator one step to

the left for each seiies of subtractions. A{ter each tabulation so many subtractions

are made that the carry-over is smaller than the divisor, then a new tabulation
follows, another series of subtractions, and so on'
A bell sounds when one subtraction too many has been made and a number'of
nines appears in the Result Register. A p_ositive turn eliminates the nines and re'

turns t# dividend to the Result Register. If the bell sounds already during the first
turn, this is because the {igures oi the divisor represent a higher value than the

c,:rresponding ligures of the-dividend. Make a positive turn and tabulate the carriage

cne step.
Whe.r th" division is completed the quotient, 237.63414, appears in the Proof Register.

Should lhe dividend contain more than sir figures, the carriage must be placed 
-one

or more steps to the left, so that every Iigure in the.dividend can be trans{erred to

the Result 
'Register. The division is othernise completed in the usual manner.

Illustration Nol 3 .ho*. horr to place the decimal points 'rrhen both dividend and

divisor contain decimals.

.--J*



Set 425 and multiply by 2.25:956.25.
Move the carriage to the extreme left and transfer 956.25 to the Setting Board
by use o{ the Back Transfer.
Multipiy by 25: 239.0625.
Continue the multiplication to 75 (the complementary number) :717.1875 il
the Resulr Register.
Move the 

"a"ri"ug" 
to the extreme left and transfer 717.1875 io the Setting Board

by use of the Back Transfer.
Multiply by 2.5 and note the discount 17.9296875.
Clear the Result Register and the Proof Register but not the Setting Board.
Move the carriage to position 4 and multiply by 100.0 (one positive turn) .

Move the carriage to position 2 and mak6 two negative turns, move to position
1 and make fi'i,e negative turns. The Proof Register now shows 102.5 (Model
13) and the Result Register shows the net total, '699.2578725. In orderto
produce the net total the discount is entered by negative turns after multiplying
by 100.0.

'$,alculation of costs
'{hree different-floors --hvo of them 15X16 Ieet and one 9X12 feet - 31s 1s fp

.,.'i,rvered at a price of $ 3.45 per square foot, including labor. The customer will
...' rtceive a discount of 2 /o. This entire problem can be computed in a series of opera-

tions without clearing the machine (in 30 seconds).

15XI6 feetX2 pcs :sq. feet 480
-19X12 feet :sq. feet 588
X$ 3.45 per sq. foot - $ 2028.60
less2/c discount :$ 40.57

Net total $ 1988.03

Set 15 and multiply by 16.
Move the carriage to the extreme left and transfer the result to the Setting
Board using the Back Transfer and multiply by 2. The result 480 remains in
the Result Register.
Clear the Proof Register and the Setting Board.
Set 9 and multiply by 12. The result is automatically added to the figure 480
in the Result Register.
The Result Register now sholn,s 588, which is trans{erred to the Setting Board
and multiplied by 3.45.
Move the carriage to the extreme left and transfer the result 2028.60 to the
Setting Board.
Multiply b)" 2'and note the discount 40.5720.
Clear the Result Register and the Proo{ Register.
Tabulate to position 3 and make one positive turn. Then tabulate back to
position 1 and make two negative turns.
The net total 1988.0280 is shorvn in the Result Register.
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